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No one told you motherhood would be like this: 

Pressure, worry, exhaustion...not exactly what you signed up for. 

In The Happy Mom Mindset, you'll learn to recognize the "Mom Traps" that keep you from experiencing the joy and

fulfillment you’d hoped for. You’ll understand why you feel frustrated, rather than fulfilled, so much of the time.

This simple and practical approach will help you build your mom confidence, eliminate power struggles, and create

more joy in your life so you can (finally) show up as the mom you really want to be. 

Based on Molly Claire’s work with her clients, The Happy Mom Mindset will show you how to:

• Eliminate ineffective (and exhausting) patterns of worry and guilt

• Create more calm within the chaos of family life

• Be your own person and a great mom at the same time

It’s time for you to think, feel and be happy!

"This book contains the answer for women wanting a better experience of motherhood. Molly has taken life-

changing tools and concepts and applied them in a personal way specific to moms. The stories she shares of her own

clients will make it easy for you to make the same personal shifts on your own. I’ve seen first-hand the work Molly
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does with her clients and I’m thrilled to see this work in print." -Brooke Castillo, founder The Life Coach School
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